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New VC500 Controls for ROVVER X Makes Sewer Inspections Accessible on the Cloud. 
Upgrades in user interface and data collection experience through increased capabilities and customization of reports. 

 

RANDOLPH, NJ—February 21, 2018— Envirosight’s new VC500 controller for the ROVVER X sewer crawler is the 

industry’s first to allow an operator to build a PACP-compliant inspection, then upload it wirelessly to the cloud for instant 
access anywhere, on any device with a browser. The new controller also includes a suite of tools to measure pipe diameter 
and bend, crack size, obstructions, flow level, lateral diameter and angle, and inclination. In addition, it brings drag-and-
drop simplicity to the task of overlaying video with inspection data, system status and images. 

“We wanted to give ROVVER X operators a quantum leap in user experience,” says Richard Lindner, President of 
Envirosight. “We started by beefing up the hardware—a blazing-fast processor, expanded memory and a bigger TFT 
touchscreen with gesture support. Then we rebuilt the user interface from the ground up to deliver a vastly expanded 
feature set. The result is a controller that supports every stage of sewer condition assessment—from operating the crawler 
to creating standards-compliant reports and sharing inspections effortlessly online.” 

The VC500 has two multi-function joysticks for operating the camera and crawler. All other functions are accessed via 
touchscreen using intuitive, swipeable interface panels and fly-out controls.  

The VC500 interfaces seamlessly with WinCan Web, the online sewer data platform that allows inspections to be shared 
instantly and securely just by emailing a link. WinCan Web also supports GIS mapping of sewer data, as well as advanced 
technologies like manhole scanning. When connected to WinCan Web, a VC500 user can upload inspections to the cloud or 
import assigned inspections with pre-populated header data. 

The VC500 is compatible with existing ROVVER X systems, so upgrading is easy. All new ROVVER X systems will ship with the 
VC500 as standard equipment.  

About Envirosight LLC 
Randolph, New Jersey-based Envirosight, LLC provides sewer cameras and other pipeline inspection solutions to 

municipalities, contractors, departments of transportation, and civil/environmental engineers. Envirosight is a full-service 

manufacturer of robotic sewer inspection crawlers, zoom cameras, push cameras, inspection reporting and asset 

management software, and inspection vehicles. Envirosight is committed to ongoing innovation, delivering products that 

enhance user productivity and inspection detail. Envirosight serves customers through a trained network of regional sales 

partners who deliver localized support and expertise with rapid turnaround. All Envirosight technical employees hold 

NASSCO PACP certification. Visit Envirosight online at www.envirosight.com 
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